Abstract-In this paper, considering an interference limited inband downlink cellular network, we study the effects of scheduling criteria, mobility constraints, path loss models, backhaul constraints, and 3D antenna radiation pattern on trajectory optimization problem of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). In particular, we consider a UAV that is tasked to travel between two locations within a given amount of time (e.g., for delivery or surveillance purposes), and we consider that such a UAV can be used to improve cellular connectivity of mobile users by serving as a relay for the terrestrial network. As the optimization problem is hard to solve numerically, we explore the dynamic programming (DP) technique for finding the optimum UAV trajectory. We utilize capacity and coverage performance of the terrestrial network while studying all the effects of different techniques and phenomenon. Extensive simulations show that the maximum sum-rate trajectory provides the best per user capacity whereas, the optimal proportional fair (PF) rate trajectory provides higher coverage probability than the other two. Since, the generated trajectories are infeasible for the UAV to follow exactly as it can not take sharp turns due to kinematic constraints, we generate smooth trajectory using Bezier curves. Our results show that the cellular capacity using the Bezier curves is close to the capacity observed when using the optimal trajectories.
INTRODUCTION
Using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) as flying cellular network nodes (aerial base station or aerial user) has gained immense attention from industry and academia in the recent years. Due to their low production cost, flexibility in deployment, and the ability to increase network capacity, UAVs can be deployed as aerial base stations which have been studied in the literature extensively. On the other hand, 978-1-5386-6854-2/19/$31.00 c 2019 IEEE UAVs can also be used in taking aerial photography after a disaster, package delivery, surveillance, and agriculture. As a matter of fact, while dedicated UAVs can assist cellular service providers to achieve better network performance, the vast number of UAVs that are allotted for other applications can simultaneously assist in providing wireless connectivity to an underlying cellular network. Motivated by this, in this paper, we study the optimal path planning for a UAV acting as a wireless relay for improving the terrestrial downlink cellular network performance. In particular, we consider a UAV that is tasked to travel from one point to another within a given time constraint, and it can also simultaneously provide downlink wireless coverage to terrestrial users during its mission duration. In order to get the best service from the battery limited UAVs, it is required to optimize the trajectory of the UAVs to provide the best wireless service to users.
Considering an underlying cellular network, the optimal UAV path planning has recently been studied extensively in the literature. For instance, authors in [1] find the optimal UAV trajectory by using dynamic programming (DP) [2] , while maintaining good connectivity with cellular base stations (MBSs). Authors in [3] propose a distributed path planning algorithm for multiple UAVs for delay constrained information delivery to ad-hoc networks. In [4] , authors consider DP technique to optimize the weighted sum-rate of users in a wireless network. In [5] authors consider landing spots for recharging to study the trade-off between throughput and battery power using DP. In both works, authors do not consider the presence of other base stations. Authors in [6] , used DP to find optimal trajectories for different scheduling criterion. In [7] , the minimum throughput of users is maximized in a multi-UAV enabled network, while authors in [8] explore the problem of minimizing the mission completion time to enable multicasting via trajectory optimization. Energy efficient trajectory optimization using successive convexification techniques is discussed in [9] . Authors in [10] used deep reinforcement learning to generate trajectory with an aim to reduce interference. A dynamic UAV heading adjustment algorithm for optimizing the ergodic sum-rate of an uplink wireless network was proposed in [11] . UAV enabled communication system is also studied in [12] , where optimum UAV locations as well as interference management parameters are solved. However, none of these studies considered studying the effects of antenna radiation pattern and using the UAVs as relays in interference prevalent cellular networks.
In this paper, we study the effects of scheduling criteria, UAV mobility constraints, antenna radiation pattern, path loss models and backhaul constraints on trajectory optimization problem in an in-band downlink cellular network where, the locations of the ground users (UE) and macro base stations (MBS) follow homogeneous Poisson point processes (PPPs). As the problem is difficult to solve numerically, we use DP to obtain the optimal paths. The generated trajectories by DP are difficult to follow exactly as they involve sharp turns. Hence, we smooth them using Bezier curves. We also study the impact of different path loss models and compare their respective network performances. Moreover, we study the network performances of the trajectories by introducing backhaul constraints, and explore the effect of 3D antenna radiation pattern on the optimal trajectories.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the system model where we discuss our simulation assumptions and DP technique. In Section 3 we discuss the impact of different user association scheduling on optimal trajectories. To generate feasible trajectories we introduce Bezier curve in Section 4 where we study the impact of trajectory smoothening. We discuss three path loss models and study their effects in Section 5. Impacts of backhaul constraint and 3D antenna radiation is discussed in Section 6 and in Section 7, respectively. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper.
SYSTEM MODEL AND TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

Network and UAV Mobility Model
Let us consider a UAV that is flying at a fixed height H with maximum speed of V max in a suburban environment. The UAV has a mission to complete. It has to fly from a start location, L s to a final destination point L f within a fixed time T on an area of A square meters. Let us consider [x(s), y(s), h uav ] and [x( f ), y( f ), h uav ] to be the 3D Cartesian coordinates of L s and L f , respectively. The time-varying horizontal coordinate of the UAV at time instant t is denoted by r(t) = [x(t), y(t)] ∈ R 2x1 with 0 ≤ t ≤ T . The minimum time required for the UAV to reach L f from L s with the maximum speed V max is given by
The UAV's instantaneous mobility can be modeled as,ẋ(t) = v(t) cos φ (t) andẏ(t) = v(t) sin φ (t), whereẋ(t) andẏ(t) are the time derivative of x(t) and y(t), respectively, v(t) is the velocity, and φ (t) is the heading angle (in azimuth) of the UAV. Let us also assume that there are M MBSs and K static UEs in the area. The set of the UEs can be denoted as K with horizontal coordinates
The MBS and UE locations follow two identical and independent PPPs. Let us assume the intensities of MBSs and UEs are λ mbs and λ ue per square km. We also assume that the MBSs transmit with omni-directional antennas and each UE connects to the strongest MBS or the UAV.
UAV Trajectory Optimization Problem
After calculating the SIRs of each UE, the instantaneous logarithmic sum rate of the network at time t can be expressed as follows:
which is also known as the proportional fair (PF) rate of the network. Here, R k (t) represents the instantaneous rate of UE k at time t. We discuss more about R k (t) in the Spectral Efficiency Calculation subsection. The PF rate is known to provide a balance between two conflicting performance metrics: throughput and fairness. Now, we can formulate our trajectory optimization problem over the total mission duration of the UAV as follows:
(3d)
Here, (3b) ensures that the velocity of the UAV does not exceed the maximum limit V max , while (3c) and (3d) fix the initial and final location of the mission. Here, we consider T to be as T ≥ T min , so that there exists at least one feasible solution to the above optimization problem. The maximization problem discussed above is non-convex problem which is difficult to be solved numerically in general and hence motivated us to use the DP technique to compute the solution.
Dynamic Programming Technique
In this section, the optimization problem in (3a) is discretized to obtain approximation of the optimal trajectories. The time period [0, T ] is divided into N equal intervals of duration δ = T /N and is indexed by i = 0, ...., N − 1. The value of N is chosen so that UAV's position, velocity, and heading angle can be considered constant in an interval. The rate of UE k, R k (i), at time interval i, will be dependent on the distance between the UE and the horizontal position of the UAV. Then, the discrete-time dynamic system can be written as:
where r r r i = [x i y i ] T is the state or the position of the UAV and u u u i = [v i φ i ] T stands for the control action i.e., velocity v i and the heading angle φ i , respectively, in the i-th time interval. By taking control action at each interval i, the UAV will move to next state and it will achieve cost for taking that specific control action. Starting with initial state r 0 = [0, 0] T , the subsequent states can be computed using,
For a given set of control actions π π π = {u u u 0 , u u u 1 , ...., u u u N−1 }, we can calculate the total cost function starting from state r 0 as
where, the terminal cost J(s s s N ) is the cost when the UAV reaches the position
An optimal policy vector π * that maximizes the cost is,
where
The optimization problem presented above can be solved 
The solution of the optimization problem (7), maximizes (8) . Since for each state we have to calculate v i and φ i , this solution is still computationally expensive.
Spectral Efficiency Calculation
The received power at user k from MBS m at time t, can be calculated as S m,t = P mbs
. Similarly, the received power at user k from the UAV at time t, can be calculated as S u,t = P uav 10 ξ k,u (t) /10
. Here, ξ k,m (t) and ξ k,u (t) are path losses in dB which are calculated according to path loss models discussed in Section 5. During each t, a UE connects to either its nearest MBS or the UAV, whichever provides the best signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). Assuming round-robin scheduling, we can express the spectral efficiency (bps/Hz) of user k at time t using Shannon's capacity as:
where γ k (t) is the instantaneous SIR of k-th user at time t and N ue is the number of users in a cell. Let us assume the set of all transmitters of the network including the UAV as X. Then γ k (t) can expressed as:
where, S i,t is the received power at user k from transmitter (MBS/ UAV) i, with which the user k is associated at time t. We normalize R k (t) by T to get the time-averaged capacity of user k and unless otherwise stated, the term 'capacity' will refer to time-averaged capacity throughout this paper.
Simulation Assumptions
In the rest of the paper, we numerically obtain the optimal trajectories of the UAV by applying DP and use simulations to analyze the effects of different network design aspects on the optimal trajectories of the UAV. The UEs and the MBSs are distributed in an area of 1 km × 1 km, whereas the UAV can fly on an area of 1.2 km × 1.2 km. This allows us to study the UAV behavior for different design parameters such as antenna radiation and backhaul constraint more explicitly.
The results provide interesting insights on deploying mission time constrained drones as supportive network nodes for a cellular network. Unless otherwise specified, the simulation parameters and their default values are listed in Table I . They are chosen in a way to reflect a UAV traversing over an interference limited realistic downlink cellular network situated in a suburban area.
To reduce the computational complexity, the possible UAV locations or states, the time, and the actions are divided into discrete segments. We discretize the square map A, over which the UAV is allowed to move, into steps of 100 m, which results in 169 unique geometric positions. We also discretize the time into δ =8 seconds. As we have segmented all possible states into finite discrete geometrical positions, we consider the following control actions on the map:
where, θ ∈ {0,
2 }. Actions in (11) imply that the UAV either stays at it's current location or moves towards one of the eight directions separated by 45 • increments.
IMPACT OF SCHEDULING CRITERIA
In this section, we first consider the use of different scheduling criteria while assigning UEs to the MBSs or to the UAV. We consider proportional rate to be our baseline scheduler. We are also interested in studying how optimal trajectory behaves with other scheduling approaches such as, maximum sum-rate scheduler and fifth percentile rate scheduler (5pSE). The 5pSE scheduler takes the worst fifth percentile UE capacity of the network into account. In other words, 5pSE helps to maintain a minimum QoS level for all UEs of the network. For finding the optimal trajectory that corresponds to the maximum sum-rate, we can just exclude the log 10 () term in the optimization problem (2) . In order to find the 5pSE optimal trajectory we can replace (3a) with:
where, C 5th (t) represtens the 5th percentile user capacity across the whole network.
In the following, we investigate the trajectories associated with PF rate, maximum sum-rate, and 5pSE rate, in a network with 4 MBSs and 100 UEs for T = 240 s, starting from source (0, 0) km to destination (1, 1) km. In Fig. 1(a) , we plot optimal trajectories associated with three different schedulers, from which it is evident that the optimal paths are highly dependent on the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at each discrete point. The maximum sum-rate trajectory tends to move towards low SIR regions and tries to associate two or three UEs and provide downlink coverage to them. The PF rate trajectory tends to move in both high and low SIR regions to maintain a balance between rate and fairness. The 5pSE trajectory on the other hand, offloads some UEs with good throughput from the MBS to the UAV, so that, the total resource of the MBS can be distributed among fewer UEs which helps to improve the capacity of celledge UEs. Another interesting observation is that, while completing mission, the UAV tends to reach the optimal point (highest value among the 169 points) with V max and hover there for a while before it starts moving towards the final destination again with V max to meet the time constraint for all three approaches. These points are (0.2, 1) km, (0.3, 1) km and (0.5, 0.8) km for PF, maximum sum-rate and 5pSE, respectively.
Next, we explore the capacity performance of different trajectories by varying mission duration T and number of MBSs (N MBS ) in the network. We generated 30 different realizations of UE and MBS locations and calculated optimal trajectories for each T and for various N MBS . Using the generated trajectories, we calculate the time averaged capacity per UE and average outage probability for all 30 networks. For the rest of the paper, we represent capacity and outage probability in the same way. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the time-averaged per-UE capacity for different criteria. With the increasing mission duration, normalized per-UE capacity increases due to the fact that UAV can reach out to further locations, and saturates for large T as expected. The maximum sum-rate trajectory outweighs the other two approaches in terms of peruser capacity. Higher N MBS results in better SIR and hence, provides better per UE capacity which is also evident from Fig. 1(a) . Fig. 1(c) depicts the outage probabilities associated with the different trajectories, where we consider that a UE is in outage if its rate is lower than 0.05 bps/Hz. For this scenario, the PF trajectory provides better coverage probability than max-sum rate and 5pSE rate. Outage probability decreases with the increasing number of MBSs due to better coverage and SIR. The maximum sum-rate trajectory does not take deprived UEs into account and hence, provides the worst performance.
IMPACT OF UAV MOBILITY CONSTRAINT
In our simulations, paths are determined using dynamic programming algorithm by dividing time and the network area into discrete segments. However, these paths contain straight-line segments and sharp 90 degree turns. Generally they cannot be followed by UAVs due to their kinematic and dynamic constraints [13] . In fact, the UAV does not need to fly precisely over each points, rather it can move close to those points to avoid sharp turns. We therefore use Bezier curves to smooth the generated paths from dynamic programming technique. An illustration of the Bezier curve using 25 control points is presented at Fig. 3 . A Bezier curve is a smoothing curve in 2D space which uses Bernstein polynomials to generate the basis. A Bezier curve of degree n or order n + 1 can be written as [14] :
where, P is the vector of n + 1 control points and B i,n (t) are the Bernstein polynomials of degree n which can be explicitly expressed as:
The trajectories associated with PF rate and their corresponding smooth version generated from the Bezier curves are shown in Fig. 3(a) . The smooth trajectory follows the original optimal path closely and generated the same number of control points as the original one. One interesting observation is, the UAV tends to move very slowly near the optimal point to maintain the performance.
In Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) , we plot the capacity and outage performance comparison of PF rate trajectory and its pertinent smooth trajectory. The analysis shows that the performance gap between these two trajectories is very small. This is due to the fact that, the Bezier curve allows the trajectory to remain almost stalled near the optimal point, which helps the UAV to maintain good capacity and outage performance. In essence, we can generate discrete trajectories using DP algorithm and subsequently obtain smooth trajectories using the Bezier curves without any significant degradation in the network performance. For the following sections, we will consider trajectories smoothed by Bezier curves.
IMPACT OF PATH LOSS MODEL
One of our main goals of this research work is to study the effects of different path loss models on the optimal UAV trajectories. The three path loss models of our interest are discussed in the following subsections. Here, we consider sub-6 GHz band for downlink cellular network which is interference limited. In other words, the presence of thermal noise power at a receiver is presumed to be negligible compared to the interference power. The Doppler spread stemming from the UAV's mobility is considered to be taken care of at the receivers.
Okumura-Hata Path Loss Model
We consider Okumura-Hata path loss model (OHPLM) for MBS-to-UE links, as it is more relevant for a terrestrial environment where base-station height does not vary significantly [15] . We also consider this model as our baseline path loss model for UAV-UE links. The path loss (in dB) observed at UE k ∈ K from MBS m at time t is given by:
and path loss (in dB) observed at UE k ∈ K from the UAV at time t is:
Here, d k,m,t and d k,u,t are the Euclidean distances from MBS m to user k and from UAV to user k at time t. A, B, and C are the factors dependent of the carrier frequency f c and antenna heights [15] . The expressions of the factors A, B, and C, in a suburban environment are given by [15] : A = 69.55 + 26.16 log 10 ( f c ) − 13.82 log 10 (h bs ) − a(h ue ), (17) B = 44.9 − 6.55 log 10 (h bs ),
where, f c is carrier frequency in MHz, h bs and h ue are the height of the base station (MBS/UAV) and the height of UE antenna in meter unit, respectively. The correction factor a(h ue ) due to UE antenna height can be defined as, a(h ue ) = [1.1 log 10 (f c ) − 0.7]h ue − 1.56 log 10 (f c ) − 0.8. (20) The OHPLM assumes the carrier frequency ( f c ) to be in the range between 150 MHz and 1500 MHz, h bs between 30 m to 200 m, and h ue between 1 m to 10 m. Furthermore, this model also assumes the distances d k,m,t and d k,u,t between 1 km to 10 km. Since, the highest possible distance in our simulations can be 1.414 km, this model is a good candidate for our study.
Mixture of LOS/NLOS Path Loss Model
To study the effects of various path loss models between UAV-to-UE links on the optimal trajectories, here we deploy a mixture of LoS/NLoS propagation model (MPLM) for modeling the path loss between UAV and the UEs [16] . As the UAV flies above the ground, it has a higher probability of LOS. On the other hand, due to the presence of man-made structures, the link between UAV and UE can be in NLOS. This motivated us to study how this mixture model shapes the optimal UAV trajectories. Given a horizontal distance, z k,u,t , between a UE k and the UAV at time t, the LOS probability τ L (z k,u,t ) can be defined as [16] :
where, m = z k,u,t √âb 1000 − 1 . Here, a suburban area is defined as a set of buildings placed in a square grid in whichâ stands for fraction of the total land area occupied by the buildings,b is the mean number of buildings per sq. km, and the buildings height is defined by a Rayleigh PDF with parameterĉ [16] . Consequently, the NLOS probability can be expressed as:
After calculating the LOS and NLOS probabilities, we can get the path loss (in dB) at UE k ∈ K from the UAV at time t as:
where, α L and α N are the path loss exponents associated with LOS path and NLOS path, respectively. For our simulations, we considered values ofâ,b, andĉ to be 0.1, 100, and 10, respectively. Values of α L and α N are provided in Table 1 . We also consider free space path loss model (FSPL), which is obtained from the Friis transmission equation [17] . As UAVs are blessed with the advantage of getting LOS links with higher probabilities, we think FSPL model is a good candidate to explore. According to this model, the instantaneous path loss (in dB) observed at UE k ∈ K from the UAV at time t can be defined as,
where, f c is carrier frequency in MHz.
In the following, we focus our study on the effects of three different path loss models discussed in Section 2. At first, in Fig. 4(a) , we plot optimal trajectories associated with three different path loss models, which also depicts the dependence of the optimal trajectories on the SIRs of the discrete geometrical positions. The FSPL model provides around 8 fold more received power than its other two counterparts and hence, the UAV shows less tendency to hover over low SIR regions. The corresponding received power observed at UEs due to OHPLM and mixture model are close to each other which is also reflected by the similar trend of their relevant trajectories.
Next, we explore the capacity and outage performance comparison between the trajectories associated with the three path loss models of our interest, which is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) . As we mentioned above, the higher received power caused by FSPL model translates into higher SIR and subsequently into higher capacity and outage performances. The received power due to OHPLM is higher than that of MPLM and thus OHPLM outperforms Mixture path loss model in both capacity and outage performances. In the following sections, we will consider OHPLM for MBS-to-UE link and MPLM for UAV-to-UE link to calculate and compare the network performances.
IMPACT OF BACKHAUL CONSTRAINT
Until this point, we have considered that, the UAV has somehow maintained constant connectivity with the backhaul. In fact, for reliable and safe mission critical UAV operation, the backhaul constraint via Command and Control (C2) link is a prerequisite [18] . This motivated us to consider the UAV as relay between the MBSs and the UEs in downlink and study the network performances. For the relay operation at the UAV, we consider amply and forward (AF) technique, where the end-to-end SIR is calculated as the harmonic mean of the SIRs related to UAV-UE link and MBS-UAV link [19] , [20] . An example of using UAV as a relay in downlink scenario is depicted in Fig. 5 . We consider 3GPP path loss model [21] for calculating the SIR for MBS-UAV link. Let us assume, the SIRs associated with MBS-UAV link as γ mbs-uav and γuav-ue for a UE k. According to [20] , the end-to-end SIR of UE k can be calculated as:
If γ k > γ mbs-uav , UE k will be associated with the UAV and with the nearest MBS otherwise. In Fig. 6(a) , we plot the PF rate trajectories for both with and without backhaul constraint scenarios. As expected, to maintain the backhaul connectivity, the UAV tends to move closer to the MBSs. However, there is a catch since harmonic means are heavily influenced by smaller values. Therefore, in order to obtain a reasonable end-to-end SIR for overcoming the SIR stemmed from an MBS, the UAV will avoid going very close to the MBSs. Even though the MBS-to-UAV link SIR will be large if UAV gets closer to MBSs, the SIR pertaining to the UAV-to-UE link will be degraded severely due to strong interference from MBS. On the other hand, if the UAV moves too far away from the MBS to get closer to UEs, the opposite scenario will take place, i.e., the UAV-to-UE link SIR may be good but MBS-to-UAV link SIR will degraded severely. Hence, the UAV will try to find UEs who are situated at low SIR region, while staying at regions where the SIR is not too high and not too low.
In Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c) , we plot the capacity and outage performance comparison of PF rate trajectory with and without backhaul connectivity constraint by using the path loss models mentioned above. It can be concluded that taking the backhaul constraint of the UAV into account will result in lower capacity as it can not associate users lying at low SIR regions and has less freedom to associate any UE lying on its trajectory. Apart from this, the UAV is actually acting as a UE from MBS point of view, i.e., the number of UEs associated to MBSs increases when the UAV acts as a relay. As a result, the UAV can only increase the network capacity to a small extent and hence, the time-averaged capacity performance does not change with mission duration as opposed to the previous results. The outage performance also suffers noticeable degradation when considering the backhaul constraint.
We also explore the effects of different path loss models on the optimal trajectories associated with backhaul constraints. In Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) , we plot the capacity and outage performances for different path loss models. Here, we can see that the FSPL model provides the worst capacity and outage performances. This is due to the fact that the FSPLM provides higher received power for UAV-UE link. Hence, to maintain a balance between SIRs associated with MBS-UAV link and UAV-UE link, the UAV will move far from MBS which in turns degrades the end-to-end SIR. On the other hand, OHPLM and MPLM provides very close path losses for UAV-UE link, and hence, their outage and time average capacity performance do not have significant difference. The OHPLM provides slightly better performance due to its lower 
IMPACT OF 3D ANTENNA RADIATION
Three dimensional (3D) radiation pattern of an antenna mounted at a UAV can significantly influence the air-toground (A2G) link quality [22] . Even when a UAV hovers over a UE, if the antenna orientations and polarization are not aligned properly, an unexpected signal quality degradation can be observed at the receiver [23] .
So far, we have considered omnidirectional antennas mounted on the UAV, UEs, and the MBSs. To study how antenna radiation pattern and polarization affect optimal trajectory path planning, we assume that both the UAV and the MBSs are equipped with two orthogonally crossed dipole antennas (one dipole antenna is oriented to z-axis and the other to the y-axis). For simplicity, we assume UEs are equipped with omnidirectional antennas. The polarization of an antenna can be defined as the direction of the transmitted waves radiated fields, evaluated at a given point in the far field [24] . Since, circularly polarized antenna suffers from lower polarization loss [23] , we consider the polarization of all antennas at UAV and the MBSs to be circular.
In case of backhaul constraint, we model the combined gain of polarization loss factor (PLF) and antenna gain at the UAV for the MBS-UAV link using [23, eq. (16) ]. For the UAV-UE link and the MBS-UE link, we consider polarization factor stemming only from the transmitter side. After multiplying these gains with the corresponding received powers, we can envisage the effects of antenna radiation pattern on optimal UAV paths.
In Fig. 8(a) , we plot trajectories of PF rate with and without considering the 3D antenna radiation pattern considering OH-PLM. The trajectory generated by taking antenna radiation pattern into consideration follows almost the same path as the other one with omnidirectional antenna scenario. Due to cross dipole antenna orientation, the total gain will be low if the UAV directly hovers over its intended UEs. Hence, it will try to maintain some amount of distance from the associated UEs. Since this phenomenon will introduce degradation in SIRs and hence in capacity, it is understandable that taking antenna radiation into account will result into lower capacity and higher outage performance. Another interesting observation is, the UAV can move closer to MBSs than its omnidirectional counterpart due to the fact that the UEs close to the MBSs also get low throughput due to radiation effect on MBS-UE link.
We also study the capacity and outage performance comparison between backhaul constrained PF trajectories with and without antenna radiation pattern consideration. After observing Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) , we can conclude that considering realistic antenna radiation effect into backhaul constraint, introduces lower per UE capacity and higher outage probability. Introducing antenna radiation will provide antenna gains less than 0 dB for some points on the trajectories. Moreover, the UEs close to MBS/UAV will suffer due to radiation/polarization effects, who otherwise would get high throughput because of high SIR in the omnidirectional antenna radiation scenario.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we study the effects of various different network design issues such as scheduling criteria, UAV mobility constraints, path loss models, backhaul constraints, and antenna radiation pattern on the trajectory design problem in interference prevalent downlink cellular networks. We first formulate the trajectory optimization problems for different scheduling criteria and solve them using the dynamic programming technique. We also explore and study the capacity and outage probability of the optimal trajectories associated with different network design aspects. We generate smooth trajectories using Bezier curves and show the performance invariability of the smoothed trajectories in terms of cellular user capacity. We explore the performance gain comparison between three path loss models and show that FSPL provides better capacity and outage performance than those of other two path loss models. We compare the network performances of introducing backhaul constraint on the trajectories with PF rate trajectory without constraints. Finally, we explore the effect of introducing 3D antenna radiation pattern on backhaul constraint trajectories assuming circular polarization among antenna radiation considering OHPLM.. the antennas of UAV and MBSs. Our simulation results demonstrate that considering backhaul constraint degrades the network performance. Among the three considered path loss models, OHPLM provides the best network performance while considering the backhaul constraint. Moreover, the antenna polarization pattern results into lower capacity and coverage performance.
We believe our comprehensive study will provide insights into integrating UAVs into cellular networks. As interference limits the overall performance in cellular networks, in future we plan to integrate the effects of interference coordination into trajectory planning. 
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